The non-mimetic image of creativity enters deep inner resonance with reality, although it declares the purely conventional nature of "artistic activity" (Prigov, Epshtein, 2010: 64) .
Nevertheless, a "culturally sane" criticism of postmodernism from within is possible.
It is described as a self-contained system of artistic thinking, incapable of development,
"Citation instead of self-expression, simulation instead of truth, the game of signs instead of the representation of reality, the difference instead of the opposite (italics added by the author) -this is
this post-sentimental, post-tragic, post-quixotic world flushed with its own secondariness -and willingness to complete everything, to use it as a material for the last and endless game" (Epshtein, 2005: 475) deceased?" will be obtained (Epshtein, 2005: 475) . The philosopher is convinced that the total exposure of any claims to absolute meanings is not the irresponsibility and impasse of one's own creative impotence, but the beginning of a new era demanding intellectual fearlessness, "It is this subtle interval between postmodernism and postmodernity where we are now and responsible for the meaning of this interval" (Epshtein, 2005: 476) . Philosophical neutopic criticism of postmodernism is produced as a selfreflection of this type of thinking and is aimed at developing the heuristic and constructive potential of relativism.
Art criticism of postmodernism is less tolerant, including self-criticism. It assesses the current situation of art, and for it the truth of life is a measure of true content, but not in the sense of mimetic conformity, but as a criterion of fruitfulness, social value, and the real significance of results.
The object of criticism is Moscow conceptualism, the most striking claim of postmodernism in the graphic and verbal art.
At the time of the onset, during the period of stagnation, B. Grois gave it an oxymoron characteristic -"romantic", referring to the works of L. Rubinstein, F. Infante, A. Monastyrskii, and others, which retained a specific emotionality, akin to "mystical religiosity", what "some specific" lyricism" and "humanity "of art are associated with. Even those who escaped long ago and happily from all this pretend for them" (Grois, 2003: 171) . The object of late criticism was the work of other, more successful representatives, such as I. Kabakov, D. Prigov, V. Sorokin, already free from the rudiments of positive emotionality.
The avant-garde artist and culturologistpublicist M. Kantor sees "a security system for the individual, a defense against any total theory" in the ideology of postmodernism that is consistent deconstruction, irony and de-heroization (Grois, 2003: 444) . The result was entropy aesthetics and anthropology, "It did not give big talents and colorful characters, it was boring, like every decadence, it willingly gave out the indulgence of mediocrity and was generally focused on mediocrity -half-knowledge, half-inspiration, half-utterance. It is progressive mediocrity that is the best defense against the cult of personality and total projects. <...> Being invulnerable is not valor, but in the context of history it is more likely a disaster: everything that is genuinely alive is mortal" (Grois, 2003: 444-445) . The imperative of the organic nature of M. Cantor is the challenge of limitation and hedonism.
The master of performance-shocking, ironist D.A. Prigov was by no means a "boring", but moderate decadent, and the limitation, indeed, was organic for him. Ambitions were realized in the conditional space of the text. The poet even manipulated the vocabulary of tragedy discourse, describing the imperative of non-illusion, "this is certainly not nothing, but that total, abstract and really terrifying freedom", although it "comes into life through many cooling operations" (Prigov, Epshtein, 2010: 68) . This is the intellectual freedom to overcome cultural taboos, but this is not a daring breakthrough into the unknown. The program insisted on limiting the goals, "Art always (? -the author) was engaged in penultimate (italics of the author) truths. An attempt to impose a solution to the latter truths on art is an attempt to make quasi-religion, quasi-existential models from it for overcoming a person, and so on" (Prigov, Epshtein, 2010: 64) . Ironically acknowledging his "emotional stupidity and spiritual unenlightenment," Prigov is determined, "In fact, I am engaged in cultural activities and cannot extend it beyond the limits of my life, death and myself. I do not see anything beyond these limits" (Balabanova, 2001: 110) . Thus, personal spiritual potential, as well as intellectual experience is raised to the degree of unconditional and unique truth.
Critics of postmodernism are looking for a way out of the worldview and creative crisis of postmodernism in the search for indecomposable forms and meanings that have an infinite generating potential. Thus, the religious avantgardist, composer and philosopher V. Martynov stated, "We approached the crisis of designation, the crisis of name, the crisis of language," and suggested the game with a minimalist text as a way out in the new Book of Changes. "It was important for the author to emphasize his kinship with the archaic: "The time comes for the first elements" (Pustovaia, 2016) . This application correlates with the already defined trend that is the actualization of the naive as a controversy and even a challenge to postmodernism.
Our task is to define the content, the form of creative polemics and the degree of its mutuality.
The meaning of a creative, rather than an invective dispute is to re-play the opponent on its territory, i.e. in the space of a demonstrative art game. The content of the polemic is the existence of unconditional truths. The form of polemics is a dispute between defenders of unconditional truths and the ideology of total relativism, but without an appeal to authorities. The vital importance of these truths guarantees a mutual interest in polemics.
The subject of naive and postmodernism polemics is the original truth of life
The complexity of criticism of postmodernism, as already noted, is that it claims to the thinking relevant to the contemporary scientific worldview. Russian postmodernism with known maximalism elevated epistemological relativism to the total principle and ensured selfdefense, because, since the purely conventional nature of artistic activity is declared, attempts to judge fruits or losses reveal the degree of a critic's "cultural sanity" (Prigov, Epshtein, 2010: 64) .
Obviously, a general idea should be put (Sorokin, 2005: 5) .
It is noteworthy that the appeal to the most direct experience of the senses is intended to protect the very "writing" from a purely There are those who see just a stone. These are children, old people. Or simply not very literate people, peasants, for example" (Sorokin, 2005: 5) . It is noteworthy that all the named "experts" The way of the game that is the imitation of the form or the actual resonance reveals the true goals of the artist.
The spiritual and creative potential of the primitive is analyzed by art historians. It opens the "primary principles of art", which are "the integrity, the inviolability of this powerful primalanguage" (Bogemskaia, 2001: 226) , "cultural force" (Baldina, 2001: 159) , sincerity, which "destroys the experience of hypocrisy of culture" (Girenok, 2001: 23) , "object-subject fusion" (Ryleva, Baldina, 2011: 86) with the world, "joy, openness" (Pimenova, 2001: 171) to it, the value of people and objects, which "do not obscure each other" (Tarabarov, 2001: 203) The special value of the works of original artists is not so much in aesthetic virtues as in the positive energy emanating from them. This is emphasized by art experts, "The distinctive feature of naive art is not in the works of the artist, but in his mind. The picture and the world depicted on it are felt by the author as a reality in which he himself exists. However, the artist's visions are no less real for him" (Lebedev, 2016: 6 (Lebedev, 2016: 6-7) . Observers make a logical conclusion, "This life created on canvas is the birth of a new myth" (Lebedev, 2016: 7) .
But the myth, as is known, is ambivalent, and non-reflexivity is fraught with fatal errors.
G. Gachev drew attention to this, contrary to the general apology of simplicity, and stressed, "We need a sophisticated work of the mind, reflection and will to keep ourselves, to be in this pure and simple-minded naivety ..." (Gachev, 2001: 34) .
Therefore, the appeal to naive poetics in modern literature indexes not only the degree of sincerity as a natural disposition to good, but the ability to convert the energy of naive to good. At least a lack of aggression is good. The dispute over naive -the source and substance of vitality Memory, the energy of the myth, the unconditional, ingenuous significance of the primordial form is the source of the creative and suggestive potential of naive. Appealing to primordial forms, art seeks a way out of the crisis of exhaustion of the language or official lies. Thus, at the beginning of the 20 th century, modern artists "acutely realized "the fatigue" of contemporary culture" and "sought to draw life strength from the savage, primitive world" (Lebedev, 2016: 6) . The primitivism of the Lianozovians at the turn of the 50s-60s was a response to the falsehood of socialist realism.
In the late 1970s, the Mit'ki developed a whole Life is short, and the art is long / And in the fight wins life" (Prigov, 2002: 14) . High art -"Ars longa, vita brevis est" -serves the state: the pillar of power is unshakable, but in the end, monumental power is reduced only by generally-known "life".
Folklore and semi-folklore naive, too, is compromised by the vaccination of morality.
Thus, in the cycle Songs of Soviet villages in
Warning the poet seems to vow of spiritual kinship and filial devotion to the Soviet mass culture, "My songs <...> are simply the output of the atavistic ability to easily explain its language, and also the nostalgic gesture of unrelenting love for it" (Prigov, 2002: 226) .
The first text turns a love explanation into a dialogue with a living corpse: "I'll go out, I'll go out to a quiet river / to the bank / Where This is the self-determination of the poet, "As an unreasonable child / He whimpers, and rubs his ass, / sobs and does not know / what he is spanked for, though // it pooped oneself -My heart, / Don't you cry through the tears / To Heaven and you do not know / Why you are beaten so painfully?"
(signs in the text -the author's note) (Kibirov, 2011: 27 ).
Childhood does not mean infantilism,
Kibirov's naive is the embodiment of the covenant, "Truly I say to you, unless you turn and become like children, you will not enter the Kingdom of Heaven" (gospel of st. Matthew 18:
3). Therefore, the genre definition of "songs and nursery rhymes" indicates the laughable nature of lyricism, namely, the joyful acceptance of supreme grace, when naivety is not a simplicity, but a high purity of the soul, invulnerable to temptations. Naive is not gullibility, but a strongwilled choice of the image of the worldview, comprehension of the integrity of being, "To believe in God, / crucified for us / under the Pontiac Pilate," is practically impossible. / But it is possible / to love him" ("SMS-dialogue") (Kibirov, 2011: 9) . Naive requires a solution to the theodicy problem. The response to Ivan Karamazov's challenge will be an explosion of (Stepanova, 2015: 10) . This is an artistic way of gaining freedom. Recognition from the last book is no longer relevant to the primitive poetics, but reveals the purpose of the previous experiments.
The strategy is close to the Priogov's game in masks that is an attempt to "not be identified, not to be recognized," which the poet himself associated with "fear syndromy" (Prigov, Epshtein, 2010: 70) . Stepanova herself points to the analogue of her lyrical metamorphosis, "Okay, I am Prigov / is what I say, leaping from you away" (Stepanova, 2015: 13) 
Satirical naive
Naive is a proven means of satire, its object / Promise? You sly, do you promise? / Promises" (Emelin, 2010: 384) . "Naive" of Emelin is fiercely trusting and content with small, namely, the confirmation of "rightness" of the empty word.
Thus, the critic of the postmodern ideology plays immediately against everyone -deconstructs official demagogy, the credulity of its consumers, the conventionality of words and the "energy of delusion" that drives the history.
A. Slapovsky's satire Popular Front. The extravaganza with the result of love (2011) ridicules the actual gaming technology of "democratization" of society -the creation of a pro-government organization with the functions of control over power. The author is so "naive" that he dedicates the book to the initiator of the campaign: "With thanks to PVV for a sparkling artistic idea" (Slapovskii, 2011: 5) . The real naivety of the author is that he does not confine himself to the witty exposure of the next come-and-go manner; all the inhabitants of the psychiatric clinic in his work, sick and healthy, are included in the Popular Front in order to execute the order. 's wife by his wealth, he will lose her, while a "wimp", obsessed with literature, will not only return love to himself, but also "will give birth" both to a child and a book. It is noteworthy that all the members of the fatal triangle are simple and without malice -so peacefully the problems of inequality, female infidelity and masculine unfitness to the cruel world are solved. Naive, opposing the crafty "creativity" (Zaionchkovskii, 2009: 81) 
Dramatic naive
In Petrushevskaia's playwriting, besides children's plays, one can find one the mystical tragicomedy "Get Up, Anchutka!" related to the model of naive (1977) . Its heroine is the folk healer Aunt Niura, with the demonic nickname Anchutka, literally "crumbles like a devil" -i.e. she totally and unreservedly turns to dust to save the next patient. Her spells are simple, smoothing the scars of a heart attack, "Thunder, loudness, virgins, maidens, mighty vortices, hostile winds, everything is hidden, smoothened, chufyr', bobyr'" (Petrushevskaia, 2006: 357) .
Miraculously naive is the way of regeneration from the dust: in order to "perk up in spirit", the help of the living is required. Firstly, it is necessary to sweep away all the dust with a broom on the newspaper, and then the procedure is as follows, "Put a part on the pillow, a part under the blanket, and spread it over the entire length under the blanket. It takes six liters of water. There is a bucket under her bed. Cooked salt, iodine, a tablespoon of soda per a bucket of water" (Petrushevskaia, 2006: 361) . This is the formula of living water and the guarantee of immortality. Petrushevskaia creates a vital theater of the absurd -this is one of the paradoxes of her work.
An example of naive in a new drama is more difficult to find than in poetry and prose. The ease of self-renewal is due to the organic model of total-unity inherent in original primitive: it absorbs everything without building a hierarchy, which is reflected in the pictures of naive artists. But the integrity of the world in the texts of "naive" contemporary writers is due to a verified plot, i.e., a skillful play in the elements.
A demonstrative, non-trivial game is a general model of creativity, equally inherent in literature and postmodernism, and naive as the poles of one space. The principle of relativity is either absolutized to ideological relativism, or is identified with the manifestation of vital forces.
In the latter, it is a pledge of the natural vitality of naive.
Autoreflexivity, self-renewal, autogenesis of naive manifest themselves not in repetitions, as in postmodernism, but in recognizable and fresh forms.
Naive even in the most mildly humorous form is a strong-willed type of creativity, since it not only represents an informed choice of a positive ontology, but feels like a conductor of an unconditional beginning. This is the strategy of naive.
